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Combined list of verbs separated by NVE category
Please translate and transcribe the following data into your language.  
Please use IPA for transcription if possible.
Please share with us if any of these verbal concepts are used as simple verbs.

NVE Verb T/I
Noun 1. Âger gerden              catch fire

fire    take
2. pus xesen               shed skin 

skin throw
3. ban xesen               remove hair

thread throw
4. panja xesen             grip, wrestle, claw (at)

claw/palm throw
5. gharz gerden                borrow

borrow taking
6. yâd gerden                  acquire, to prevail

beyond taking
7. panâ berden                take refuge 

refute taking
8. xedmat rasin              pay a visit

service   arriving
9. etrâm   gerden          respect

respect  taking
10. xaw  din                       dream

sleep seeing
11. yax basan(rechegian)                       freeze

ice  closing
12. ghesa kerden                        speak

letter  doing
13. sabr kerden                      wait

            patience doing 
14. da’vat kerden                  invite 

invite  doing 
15. azyat   boin                   suffer

disturb becoming
16. giresen                   cry

crying
17. gush dân                     listen 

ear    give
18. kaftena zawy (dân la zawy)                 falling

collide   earth (give to earth)
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Adjective 1. xwash haten                   welcome

well  coming
2. garm gerden                 warm up to

warm taking
3. wâz   kerden                      open

open doing
4. hez    dân                 lift

lift/high  giving
5. gawrâ   kerden               raise

big/large doing
6. paxsh kerden                  spread out

spread doing
7. hamâhang kerden          coordinate

coordinate doing
8. wel kerden                       let go

loose? doing
9. xafa boin                    shut up

choke? becoming
10. dru dân                    fib

lie  giving
11. bad hâwrden                     be unlucky

bad bringing
12. derizh kishan( helâzhyan)                 lie down 

stretch drawing
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Particle 1. hâten-aw                        return
coming-again

2. entexâb kerd-n                          choose
choice doing

3. hatenaw                          return
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over turning
4. dar manen                      be inert

in    staying
5. dar chin                             escape

in    going
6. hadar dân                    wasted

waste giving
7. dar kaften                           start a fight (with)

in    falling
8. ---------                         be overthrown 

over falling
9. Tahrik kerd-n                       enrage

Stimulate doing
10. wel kerden                           let go

release doing 
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PP 1. xâk kerd-n                 to bury
dirt  doing

2. hâtena denyâ              to be born
coming world

3. la yâd chin                      forget
from memory going

4. wa yâd dâshten                to commit to memory
to memory having

5. la pâ kaften                      to become exhausted
from foot falling

6. la das dân                       lose 
from hand giving

7. wa dard xwarden                     be useful
to use    eating

8. wa das hâwrden                   attain
to hand bringing

9. wa kâr kishân                    exploit
to work drawing

10. la    hush chin                     become exhausted, pass out
from mood going
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 unknown 1. wa shuneya chin                           pursue 

to   pursue     going
2. --------------                     show off 

?       coming
3.  Dânow                                       return something

Giving 
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4. Xer xwarden                        roll
roll  eating

5. Ser  xwarden                          wiggle
wiggle eating

6. dam kishân                     be brewed (tea, rice, …)
steam drawing

7. tâ kishân           be used up
bottom drawing

8. wa hush chin                         pass out 
from mood going
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